is a topological mapping of the x, y plane, we call the function u topologically equivalent to x in this plane. Let us assume n such functions ti (x, y) , (i = l, 2, • • • , n) , in the same simply connected domain D. We have there n sheaves of curves ti(x, y) = const. We call this figure an n-web if two curves of different sheaves have not more than one point in common. We suppose the functions Uik(ti) to be continuous and strictly monotonie, so that for all pairs-ti^t', we have Uih(t)^Uik(t r ). It seems to be interesting to study n-webs satisfying the condition that there are such functions Uik(ti) satisfying identically in D the relations
We call these equations (1) Our result contains Theorem 1 as a special case, because a 3-web satisfying the equation
is equivalent to a special straight lined 3-web (hexagonal web), as we see if we assume U\ and Ui as parallel coordinates.
Howe observed that the following Theorem 3 is equivalent to S. Lie's results about the surfaces, which are translation surfaces in different ways. A geometric interpretation of one condition (1) for a 4-web has been given by Bose and myself.f Bolt discovered a short time ago the following result. But between the proofs of these theorems there is an essential difference Only Theorem 1 and the greater part of Theorems 5 and 6 are proved without any further restrictions for the functions ti, Uik. The proofs already known for Theorems 2-6 contain regularity restrictions. Therefore the first problem to be solved is the following one. PROBLEM A. Do the Theorems 2-5 remain valid without further regularity restrictions! Another question unsolved as far as I know is the following one.
PROBLEM B. TO extend our Theorem 3 to n-webs. These problems seem to be interesting because, for example, they contain a kind of real geometrical interpretation of Abel's theorem on algebraic curves.
Finally a few words about more dimensions. The questions about webs of surfaces Si(x, y, z) = const.
in a 3-space can partially be reduced to our theorems on curvewebs in a 2-space. But if we consider sheaves of curves Si(x, y y z) = const., U(x> y, z) = const.
in a 3-space we may ask, for example, the following question. 
